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Course: Event Management Essentials Effective
Events Management

Code City hotel Start End price Hours

373 Prague (Czech
Republic) Hotel Meeting Room 2025-05-26 2025-05-30 5450 € 25

Why Choose this Course?

This course helps those people who are organizing and planning an event - it can be an
in-house event or a commercial event. The impact of a successful event on a company
can be profound. The impact of a poorly organized event so negative that it  pulls
resources sway from real work in dealing with the aftermath. No matter what, this
course will fully support your objective of helping to deliver an effective event.

How do you ensure that your event is a great success and that you have achieved
everything required? How do you ensure that it is within budget? These and many more
questions will be answered on this exciting and stimulating course.

This course will feature:

How to run an effective event based on sound principles of event management

How to identify and deal with issues before they happen and deal with the
unexpected

Ensuring you have a smooth approach to the planning and running of events

Building the required skills and the confidence to deliver events effectively
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Selecting and developing the events team

What are the Goals?

By the end of this course, participants will be able to:

Use a standardized events planning and management process

Deal with the pitfalls and ways to overcome them in planning your events

Deal with the financial and legal implications of holding events wherever they are
held

Use social media and extensive communication networks to communicate to your
audience

Apply a  consistent approach to developing events

Who is this Course for?

This course is suitable to a wide range of professionals but will greatly benefit:

Event management professionals
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Administrative support staff working in an events company or department

Those from various public or private companies

Those who want to enter the events management world

How will this be Presented?

This  course  will  utilise  a  variety  of  proven  adult  learning  techniques  to  ensure
maximum understanding, comprehension and retention of the information presented.
The course is highly interactive and delegates will  be involved in a wide range of
activities including individual, paired and group working. Video will also be used and
active discussion is encouraged. Personal action planning will be used throughout the
course.

The Course Content

Day One

The Basics of Events Management

What is events management? Why some events fail?

Establishing the event - ensuring it is viable

Liaising with the client and key stakeholders
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Ensuring you have clear roles for all those involved in the event

The top qualities of successful events management

Quality 1: Flexibility - what it means and how to be flexible

Day Two

Setting up the Event to Succeed

Developing agreed objectives for the event

Agreeing your outcomes? What does a successful event look like?

Dealing with risk and uncertainty in your events

Developing the team - ensuring you have a strong team around you

Quality 2: People skills – how to develop your people skills

Day Three

Event Planning

Developing your plan for the event including marketing
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Working effectively with suppliers and your key stakeholders

Delegating effectively for success

Communicating the event successfully – but how?

Establishing a clear monitoring process for your event

Quality 3: Organization skills – how to be organized and effective

Day Four

Developing a ‘Lessons Learned’ Approach

Building on your successes and your areas for improvement!

Creating a learning culture

Briefing & meeting skills

Event finance including trying to obtain event sponsorship

The legal issues you may face
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Quality 4: Passion - what is it, what does it look like and how can you get it

Day Five

The Day of the Event

Having a run through – pre event

The event checklist – what is on your check list?

Quality 5: Time management – some tips for effective time management

Having a post event review process

Formally closing the event, learning and moving on to the next event
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The Scandinavian Academy for Training and Development employs modern

methods in training and skills development, enhancing the efficiency of human

resource development. We follow these practices:

Theoretical Lectures: 

We deliver knowledge through advanced presentations such as PowerPoint and visual materials,

including videos and short films.

Scientific Assessment:

We evaluate trainees skills before and after the course to ensure their progress.

Brainstorming and Interaction: 

We encourage active participation through brainstorming sessions and applying concepts through role

play.

Practical Cases:

We provide practical cases that align with the scientific content and the participants specific needs.

Examinations: 

Tests are conducted at the end of the program to assess knowledge retention.

Educational Materials:

We provide both printed and digital scientific and practical materials to participants.

Attendance and Final Result Reports:

We prepare detailed attendance reports for participants and offer a comprehensive program evaluation.

Professionals and Experts: 

The programs scientific content is prepared by the best professors and trainers in various fields.

Professional Completion Certificate: 

Participants receive a professional completion certificate issued by the Scandinavian Academy for

Training and Development in the Kingdom of Sweden, with the option for international authentication.

Program Timings:

Training programs are held from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM and include coffee break sessions during

lectures.


